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Value Proposition Overview

Here is a quick overview of Redemption Technologies, Inc. benefits:
Corporate Buyback Program
Open Source E-commerce Marketing Platform
Global Appeal
Integration with Android and iOS
Decentralized Currency
Tokens Based on Ethereum Platform
Anonymous Redemptions for Products and Services
Discounted Offerings from Merchants

Abstract

The goal of this white paper is to outline the issues cryptocurrencies face in everyday business
transactions and how our solution can improve the blockchain and decentralized currencies.
First, we explain why we have a buyback program and how it benefits the owners of our token.
Second, we explain why we chose to develop the token on the Ethereum platform, how we plan
to roll out our open source platform on a global scale, who we are and what technology partners
we have. Next, we explain how the proceeds from the crowdsale will be used to further develop
the Redemption Technologies Platform, build a global network, enhance our integration into iOS
and Android mobile applications, and to assemble our global integration teams. Finally, we share
our roadmap to further develop the blockchain community by bridging the gap between
consumers and merchants using cryptocurrencies around the planet.

Initial Crowdsale and Buyback Program

Unlike most other cryptocurrency tokens, the amount of BUZZ tokens in existence will
DECREASE over time based on our corporate buy back policy. The buyback policy strengthens
the token by decreasing the supply of the remaining tokens in existence and will go in force
immediately.
How the Token Buyback Program Works
Each time a BUZZ token is redeemed for a product or service, a fee of 25% to 50% will be
charged to the merchant that is advertising on the Redemption Technologies Platform as an
advertising fee. 80% of this revenue will go toward continuing corporate operations and
additional expansion of the network and 20% of this revenue will be used to BUY BACK BUZZ
tokens at the then current BUZZ exchange rate.
Tokens that are bought back will be burned forever. These buy backs will occur when optimal
market conditions are present. When a buyback occurs, the total amount of BUZZ tokens in
existence will DECREASE. This strategy potentially increases demand for BUZZ tokens with each
product or service purchased on the Redemption Technologies Platform.
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According to Investopedia, repurchase programs increase value. “The idea is simple: because a
company can't act as its own shareholder, repurchased shares are absorbed by the company,
and the number of outstanding shares on the market are reduced. When this happens, the
relative ownership stake of each investor increases because there are fewer shares, or claims,
on the earnings of the company.”
http://www.investopedia.com/articles/02/041702.asp

Redemption Technologies Inc.

Redemption Technologies Inc. is a worldwide open source e-commerce marketplace platform
that anonymously connects subscribers with local merchants that do not accept
cryptocurrencies. The Redemption Technologies Platform will be an open source infrastructure
and offered free to developers. We expect developers to go well beyond the current working
model of the software and offer enhanced integration solutions to the thousands of app
developers around the world. The platform eliminates the two main problems facing
cryptocurrencies and the blockchain today, anonymous liquidity into everyday purchases, and
the time it takes to verify a transaction while making a purchase at a local merchant.
The Redemption Technologies Platform will primarily offer discounted goods and services from
local merchants who advertise on the platform, allowing subscribers to receive local offerings at
a discount and merchants to increase sales revenue. Subscribers would convert
cryptocurrencies like Ether and Bitcoin into new spendable BUZZ tokens. BUZZ tokens allow
subscribers the ability to purchase discounted goods and services anonymously, the way
cryptocurrencies were intended to be spent.
Merchants are paid for goods and services by Redemption Technologies in the currency of their
choice allowing them to accept cryptocurrencies without being paid in cryptocurrency.
Subscribers never make a payment to a merchant directly, which keeps users identities hidden
and still provides advertisers the ability to track the performance of their advertising campaigns
and ROI.
The Redemption Technologies Platform will be open source and integrates into any mobile
application allowing BUZZ tokens to be used by the 4.7 billion worldwide mobile devices through
an endless supply of Android and iOS applications.
Cryptocurrency payments are currently viewed unfavorably by local merchant’s due to the time
it takes to confirm a transaction and the complexity in receiving cryptocurrencies as a form of
payment. While other solutions to this problem exist, these solutions require the user to register
with user identifiable information such as name, address, confirmed phone number,
social security numbers. Registration on the Redemption Technologies Platform only requires
an email address and password. A customer paying with a cryptocurrency has usually
left a business before a transaction confirmation can occur, leaving merchants feeling
insecure. BUZZ tokens are pre-confirmed and therefore transactions happen almost instantly.
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Token Offering

Redemption Technologies will be offering a new blockchain token named BUZZ. The tokens will
be ERC-20 compliant and available and tradeable on the open exchanges after the crowdsale
ends. There will be 225 million tokens created on the Ethereum network for the crowdsale and
any tokens not sold or allocated after the crowdsale will be burned forever, further decreasing
available tokens. Unlike other cryptocurrencies, a percentage of tokens will be burned and pulled
from circulation through our buyback program as they get redeemed on the global Redemption
Technologies Platform. The tokens will be placed on the exchanges allowing their price to be
easily calculated into any currency worldwide. BUZZ tokens will be redeemable for goods and
services and through exchanges around the globe.

Why use ERC-20 Compliant Tokens:

Ethereum has created an ecosystem where everything works together seamlessly using tokens
to power the network by defining the interface to defined rules, Ethereum based tokens allows
exchanges, crypto wallets, and smart contracts to know in advance how any new tokens will
interact on the system. In addition, ERC-20 defines six functions that allow other smart
contracts to interact within the Ethereum network creating a stable currency. Because of its
capacity for smart contracts — and other complicated computing capacities — Ethereum is
viewed as more agile, adaptable and stable. Due to its reliability and the growth of decentralized
apps (dapps) we felt the Ethereum platform was a logical choice.

Potential Clients

After testing and integration in the United States through the PartyLink mobile application, our
first integration partner, the source code will be released in open source format, allowing the
Redemption Technologies Platform to be easily integrated into any mobile application that
offers products and services. This will allow the BUZZ tokens to be accessible to the 4.7 billion
smartphone users around the world. Revenue is collected through a fee charged to merchants
on a pay-per-sale model when a transaction is successfully completed.
The mobile application sales platform is a perfect fit for service related categories; health and
fitness, food and drink, events and concerts, beauty and spa, health and fitness; and deals on
various products, like apparel, as well as discounted travel packages.

Merchant Benefits

The following are a few of the benefits of the Redemption Technologies Platform to merchants:
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Accept Cryptocurrencies as CASH

Payments to merchants are made in the currency of the merchant's choice from Redemption
Technologies, so merchants are indirectly accepting cryptocurrencies without accepting
cryptocurrencies. Subscribers make payments to Redemption Technologies for the products
and services purchased anonymously and Redemption Technologies acts as a transaction
broker.

ROI Tracking

Advertising spending in retail environments is almost impossible to track without conducting a
survey of each customer, resulting in the bulk of a merchant's advertising dollars being wasted
on unproductive campaigns. By using the Redemption Technologies platform, advertisers can
track the exact amount of purchases made by subscribers and at what cost resulting in a
perfect ROI calculation.

Liquidity of Slow Moving Inventory

By offering slow moving inventory at a discount on the Redemption Technologies Platform,
merchants can quickly liquidate stale inventory and increase retail foot traffic.

Relationship Building

Using pre-negotiated discounts and promotions gives our merchants the ability to create a
customer relationship which fosters repeat purchases and client loyalty.

Increased Revenue

By accepting cryptocurrency indirectly, merchants can access a previously inaccessible pool of
customers, cryptocurrency users, to purchase their products and services.
Pay for Performance Marketing
Merchants can submit offers to the Redemption Technologies Platform and appear on popular
mobile apps without wasting their advertising budget on low performance marketing due to our
Pay-Per-Sale revenue model.
Increased Market Share
Mobile apps that are integrated into the Redemption Technologies platform offer discounted
products and services and the ability to pay in cryptocurrency, something very few other local
merchants provide, as a result, subscribers that prefer making payment in a cryptocurrency will
frequent integrated merchants more often than merchants offering non-discounted products
and services that require traditional cash or credit cards as forms of payment.
Proximity Marketing
Subscribers can opt-in to instantly receive push notifications of offers in their area from local
merchants. Using geofencing, local merchants can present special offers to potential
customers at the exact moment they are near the merchant's retail location.
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Subscriber Benefits

A few of the benefits of the Redemption Technologies Platform to subscribers:
Discounted Products and Services
Redemption technologies pre-negotiates purchases with merchants to provide products and
services at discounted rates in the form of popular daily deal type offerings. In addition,
subscribers receive local offers pinpointed to their location.
Cryptocurrency Liquidity
Cryptocurrencies are converted to BUZZ tokens by subscribers and BUZZ tokens are then
redeemed for purchases. This drastically increases the ability to use cryptocurrencies in
everyday life and allows BUZZ tokens to be accepted by most merchants, as they require no
knowledge of the blockchain process, wallets or cryptocurrencies.
Simple Cryptocurrency Purchases
Show a Redemption Technologies integrated app to a merchant, the merchant presses accept
and the money is transferred to the merchant's bank account. No wallets, lengthy transfer
times or confusion, just press and go.
Anonymous Purchases
Since the subscriber never pays the merchant directly for goods and services, no user
identifiable information is provided to the merchant regarding the payment. This payment
system allows the user anonymity through purchasing transactions.

Working Projects – First Integration

While the Redemption Technology Platform is designed to work with all mobile phone
applications on iOS and android, our first integration partner will be Partylink (ThePartylink.com).
BUZZ tokens will be immediately integrated into the PartyLink mobile app. The token integration
will allow users to purchase discounted event tickets, food and drinks at popular venues,
increasing the ease of use and anonymous liquidity of cryptocurrencies into everyday
purchases.
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Projected Revenues

Redemption Technologies earns revenue through the sale of products and services within its
platform. When a sale is completed, merchants are charged a fee of 25%-50% on a completed
transaction. This fee structure will allow Redemption Technologies to offer a Pay-Per-Sale
model at a lower cost than most other Pay-Per-Sale programs, allowing merchants to offer
products and services on the platform with a profitable ROI, due to their fixed advertising costs.
Using an open source software model, BUZZ tokens can rapidly be accessible to the 4.7 billion
smartphone users around the world through third party applications.
These third-party applications will earn revenue on the same Pay-Per-Sale model, allowing
Redemption Technologies to make a profitable ROI as well.
Redemption Technologies will not develop and market its own applications, our open source
platform simply needs to be easily integrated into any already developed third party
application, allowing rapid growth and an aggressive ROI.

USA
REVENUE

INTERNATIONAL
REVENUE

TOTAL
REVENUE

Q4 2017

$350,000

$150,000

$500,000

Q1 2018

$800,000

$450,000

$1,250,000

Q2 2018

$1,500,000

$900,000

$2,400,000

Q3 2018

$2,100,000

$1,700,000

$3,800,000

Q4 2018

$2,600,000

$2,800,000

$5,400,000

Q1 2019

$3,200,000

$4,200,000

$7,400,000

Q2 2019

$3,800,000

$5,600,000

$9,400,000

Q3 2019

$4,600,000

$6,800,000

$11,400,000

Q4 2019

$5,500,000

$9,200,000

$14,700,000

2020

$35,000,000

$48,000,000

$83,000,000

2021

$65,000,000

$90,000,000

$155,000,000

2022

$110,000,000

$140,000,000

$250,000,000
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PROJECTED REVENUE
$160,000,000
$140,000,000
$120,000,000
$100,000,000
$80,000,000
$60,000,000
$40,000,000
$20,000,000
$Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 2020 2021 2022
2017 2018 2018 2018 2018 2019 2019 2019 2019

USA REVENUE

INTERNATIONAL REVENUE
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Senior Management
Stephen Paglianite, CEO
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stevepaglianite/
Stephen Paglianite, CEO of Redemption Technologies, is a serial entrepreneur and has launched
and advised multiple multi-million-dollar startups in the last 17 years. Stephen is currently the
CEO of ManageMySite Inc., which develops and maintains web properties and mobile
applications.
Stephen is also the CEO of PartyLink, our first product integration partner, which will allow us to
become fully operational and on our way to profitability very quickly. Certified in SEO, SEM,
online marketing and business management.
Terry Martine, COO
https://www.linkedin.com/in/terry-martine-50779215/
Terry Martine is a top performer with start-up and Fortune 500 experience. He has a unique
blend of purchasing, managerial and operational expertise with advanced skills in strategic
planning, international trade negotiations, product development and resource allocation. An
entrepreneurial and inspirational leader of tech operations with the proven ability to drive
business growth through aggressive online sales initiatives, market trend analysis and market
penetration. Talent for designing and launching smart phone business development programs
that produce profitable product lines targeted to internet niche markets, delivering significant
sales growth and profitability. Terry is an entrepreneur, and seasoned ecommerce business
development officer.
Kelly Elkins, Chief Legal Council
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kelly-elkins-0318861/
Kelly Elkins is a seasoned attorney demonstrating expertise in a broad range of legal roles. Kelly
supports annual shareholders meeting and shareholder proposals, corporate governance, and
other board of director issues. Developed and trained executives on new disclosure controls.
Drafted and negotiated non-disclosure agreements, lines of credit, receivables, vendor and
customer agreements, acquisition, divestiture and other M&A agreements. Directed legal team
supporting worldwide sales organization and litigation. Addressed employee benefit issues.
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Crowdsourcing Token Distribution
How do I buy BUZZ Tokens?
During the crowdsale, they are purchased by sending Ethereum to the smart contract address.
Once received the smart contract will send tokens to your wallet.
After the crowdsale, BUZZ tokens will be traded on a still to be determined exchange and
within smartphone applications that use the Redemption Technologies Platform.
Total Number of BUZZ Tokens
We will create 225,000,000 BUZZ tokens. After the crowdsale, any tokens not sold or allocated
will be burned forever. No additional BUZZ tokens will ever be created and the total amount in
existence will continually decrease over time due to our buyback program.
Commencement and Duration of Redemption Technologies, Inc. (BUZZ) Crowdsale
The Sale Period will begin on September 11, 2017 at 1400 GMT and continue until either (a)
100,000 Ether are received, or (b) 4 weeks from ICO launch.
BUZZ token pricing
The initial BUZZ token exchange rate will be based on a fixed ratio to ETH. Once the crowdsale
is completed, the value of BUZZ tokens will be determined by supply and demand on the open
markets. The initial exchange rate will be 1ETH = 1000 BUZZ + Bonus.
BUZZ Tokens Retained by Company and Founders
The founders will own 30% of the initial BUZZ Tokens created. 50% of the tokens will vest after a
period of 1 year. The remaining tokens will vest after the 2nd year. Redemption Technologies will
burn any tokens not sold during the crowdsale.
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BUZZ TOKEN BONUS STRUCTURE
1st week of ICO = 1ETH=1300 BUZZ Tokens (30% Bonus)
2nd week 1 ETH = 1250 BUZZ Tokens (25% Bonus)
3rd week 1 ETH = 1200 BUZZ Tokens (20% Bonus)
4th week 1ETH = 1100 BUZZ Tokens (10% Bonus)
Use of Proceeds from BUZZ Token Sale

The Ether raised during the crowdsourcing period will be used to complete development of the
Redemption Technologies Platform, buildout of global sales and marketing partners, and
finalize development for smartphones. Ether may also be used to further develop open
sourcing tools and applications within the platform.

ICO FUNDING ALLOCATION

10%
30%
35%
10%
5%

10%

Software Development

iOS Integration Completion

Android Integration Completion

Legal Fees

Sales and Marketing

Operations
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FAQs
What is a BUZZ token?
BUZZ tokens are a new Blockchain based digital token based on the Ethereum technology and
is ERC-20 compliant. The Redemption Technologies network will include user-generated smart
tokens with the symbol BUZZ. The tokens will form a global decentralized marketplace with the
ability for subscribers to redeem the tokens.
What amount is being raised?
We are looking to raise a maximum of 100,000 ETH. Once our goal has been achieved the
crowdsale will end.
Is there an Escrow account?
No. We already have an integration partner and a team of software engineers. The
crowdsourcing funds will be used to advance our timeline to grow our existing business.
Will there be a follow-up offering?
No. Due to the way we burn coins and decrease the number available, we will not have a follow
up offer and no additional tokens will ever be created.
What crypto-currencies are accepted in the crowdsale?
ETH is the only acceptable token. You will be required to have an Ethereum wallet pointed at the
token/crowdsale address to participate in the initial sale. BUZZ tokens are Ethereum derived
tokens and comply with ERC-20 standards. If you hold Bitcoin or some other crypto-currency,
you can exchange it for ETH and use it to participate in the crowdsale. Please do not send coins
from an exchange, or they may disappear.
What is the price of the BUZZ token?
BUZZ tokens during the crowdsale will be on a fixed ratio to ETH. Once the crowdsale is
completed, the value of BUZZ tokens will be determined by supply and demand on the open
markets. The initial exchange rate will be 1ETH = 1000 BUZZ + Bonus.
Are BUZZ tokens transferable?
Yes. Once the crowdsale ends we will have the BUZZ tokens open for trade on an exchange. The
exact exchange has yet to be determined. BUZZ tokens will also be redeemable for products
and services through Redemption Technologies global integration partners.
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Are BUZZ tokens securities?
BUZZ tokens are not securities, they are a token used to purchase discounted goods and
services from partnered venders. BUZZ tokens are non-refundable. BUZZ tokens are not for
speculative investment. No promises of future performance or value are or will be made with
respect to BUZZ, including no promise of inherent value, no promise of continuing payments, and
no guarantee that BUZZ will hold any value. BUZZ tokens are not participation in the Company
and BUZZ tokens hold no rights in said company. BUZZ tokens are sold as a functional good and
all proceeds received by Company may be spent freely by Company absent any conditions.
BUZZ tokens are intended for experts in dealing with cryptographic tokens and
blockchain-based software systems. BUZZ tokens will be put on an exchange to allow liquidity
for BUZZ token holders.
ICO Timeline
Start Date: 1400 GMT September 11,2017
Duration: 30 days.
Conversion schedule: 1 ETH:1000 BUZZ + Bonus
Number of tokens available: 225,000,000
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Disclaimer:
As noted, BUZZ Tokens are not being structured or sold as securities or any other form of
investment product. Accordingly, none of the information presented is intended to form the
basis for any investment decision, and no specific recommendations are intended. Company
expressly disclaims all responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage of any kind
whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from: (i) reliance on any information contained in this
White Paper, (ii) any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information or (iii) any
action resulting from such information. US Citizens are not authorized to participate in this Crowdsale.

Bounty Campaign
Help raise awareness in the community by spreading positive news about Redemption
Technologies and get rewarded with BUZZ tokens. Our bounty program will help us
communicate with the community about the advantages of participating in the ICO. The more
people who join the ICO discussion, the better liquidity will be when trading takes place after the
ICO. To participate using:
Twitter
Follow the Redemption Technologies twitter account AND Retweet content from our account to
your public page with #BUZZ_ICO
https://twitter.com/Redemption_Tech
OR
Facebook
Like + Follow the Redemption Technologies Facebook Page AND Share content to your public
page with #BUZZ_ICO https://www.facebook.com/RedemptionTech
OR
Websites and Blogs
Write positive unique content about Redemption Technologies and post along with a link to
https://www.Redemption.Cloud on your website or blog.
Rewards
Redemption Technologies has allocated 1,000,000 tokens for the bounty program.
After posting content as instructed, please fill out our form here:
https://www.redemption.cloud/mastermind/bounty_submit.html
After the crowdsale has completed, all participants submissions will be validated. You will then
receive an email with your reward. Respond with your wallet address to receive your rewards.
Submissions will receive BUZZ tokens as a reward based on the amounts below.
You may earn up to 3 rewards per method.
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You may post on Facebook, Twitter, websites, blogs and reddit and earn up to 3 rewards for
each method.
Twitter Rewards Amounts:
With each unique approved retweet, you get the following amount of BUZZ tokens:
From 100 to 500 followers - 5 BUZZ;
From 500 to 999 followers - 10 BUZZ;
From 1000 to 9999 followers - 20 BUZZ;
10,000 followers and more - 50 BUZZ;
Facebook Rewards Amounts:
With each unique approved share, you get the following amount of BUZZ tokens:
From 200 to 500 friends - 5 BUZZ;
From 500 to 999 friends - 10 BUZZ;
From 1000 to 9999 friends and followers - 20 BUZZ;
10000 friends and followers and more - 40 BUZZ;
Websites and Blogs Rewards Amounts:
Articles and Forum posts that include positive promotional content will be rewarded based on
the article content, where published and length of article. The amounts earned will be from
10-1000 BUZZ based on our opinion of the quality and value of the posting.
Reddit Rewards Amounts:
The amounts earned will be from 5-50 BUZZ based on our opinion of the quality and
value of the posting.
Glossary
Android: is the mobile operating system developed by Google.
Ansible: An open-source automation engine that automates software provisioning,
configuration management, and application deployment.
ASIC: Application-specific integrated circuit is an integrated circuit customized for a specialized
use, rather than for general-purpose use.
Back end: Denotes a subordinate processor or program, not directly accessed by the user,
which performs a specialized function.
Block: Where transaction data is permanently recorded into files, like a stock transaction ledger.
Each block contains a timestamp and a link to a previous block. Blocks are organized into a linear
sequence over time (also known as the blockchain).
BUZZ Token: ERC-20 token created to work on the Redemption Technologies platform.
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Blockchain: A distributed database that is used to maintain a continuously growing list of
records, called blocks. They are inherently resistant to modification of the data.
Cryptocurrency: A generally decentralized virtual currency in which encryption techniques are
used to regulate the generation of units of currency and to verify the transfer of that digital
currency, operating independently of a central regulatory authority.
DDoS: Distributed Denial of Service is a type of DOS attack where multiple compromised
systems, which are often infected with a Trojan, are used to target a single system causing a
Denial of Service (DoS) attack.
Ecommerce: The buying and selling of goods or services, or the transmitting of funds or data,
over an electronic network (primarily the internet).
ERC-20: A token standard that describes the functions and events that an Ethereum token
contracts should implement.
Ethereum: An open-source, public, blockchain-based distributed computer platform featuring
smart contract (scripting) functionality, which facilitates online contractual agreements.
Failover VPN: Virtual private network tunnels that automatically and seamlessly failover to a
backup external interface if a failure occurs, resulting in no downtime.
Fiat currency: Legal tender that is issued by a sovereign nation and supported in value by the
full faith and credit of that nation. It is generally issued and regulated by the central government
of that issuing nation. Fiat currency has the characteristics of being a store of value and a
medium of exchange that retains value to purchase goods or services despite being used at a
different time and in a different place from the original time and place of receipt.
Front end: The presentation layer between the user and the back end.
ICO: Initial coin offering is an unregulated means by which funds are raised for a new
cryptocurrency ventures.
iOS: is the mobile operating system created and developed by Apple Inc. exclusively for its
hardware.
Masternode: Servers that facilitate certain vital network functions of a cryptocurrency that
uses them.
MFA: Multi-factor authentication is a method of computer access control in which a user is
granted access only after successfully presenting several separate pieces of evidence to an
authentication mechanism.
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PoS: Proof-of-Stake is a type of algorithm by which a cryptocurrency blockchain network aims
to achieve distributed consensus. The blockchain also encourages investors to accumulate and
hold coins to prevent any individual or group from taking over by owning more than 50% of them.
ROI: Return on Investment measures the amount of return on an investment relative to the
investment’s cost.
Sign, signed: A digital signature that is a mathematical scheme for demonstrating the
authenticity of digital messages or documents. A valid digital signature gives a recipient reason
to believe that the message was created by a known sender, that the sender cannot deny
having sent the message, and that the message was not altered in transit.
Terahash: 1,000,000,000,000 hashes, usually mentioned in the context of cryptocurrency mining
equipment, as a number like 10 TH/s. Equipment can perform 10 trillion hashing operations per
second.
Uptime: The measure of the time a computer/server/machine has been working and available.
VLAN: A group of devices on one or more LANs that are configured to communicate as if they
were attached to the same wire, when in fact they are located on many different LAN
segments. As VLANs are based on logical instead of physical connections, they are extremely
flexible.
VPN: A virtual private network creates a secure, encrypted connection that extends a private
network across a public network, and enables users to send and receive data across shared or
public networks as if their computing devices were directly connected to the private network.
Wallet: A secure digital wallet used to store, send, and receive cryptocurrencies. Any Ethereum
ERC-20 compatible wallet will work with BUZZ tokens.
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